
 

Taunya Woods Richardson is a serial entrepreneur, financial strategist and

neuroeconomics expert who is applauded for her innovative and refreshingly

pragmatic approach to inspiring money mastery among entrepreneurs. On

stage, she’s a riveting, genuine and unforgettable speaker, engaging

audiences with a wide range of science-backed financial insights that offer life-

changing impact. 

She's the creator and architect of the Cashflow Canvas and Money Mastery

Matrix, and the founder and CEO of three fintech ventures, Epifany Financial

Group, Nail the Numbers and Champs of Change. Her 30+ years immersed in

entrepreneurial finance has led her to work with federal banks, credit unions,

NGOs and universities to financially embolden thousands of entrepreneurs

across North America. 

Her insights and expertise on the topic have been featured in numerous media

outlets including the National Post, Globe and Mail, Financial Post, Profit, CBC,

CTV and Global Television.

"Taunya's not disrupting financial

industry, she's reconstructing it." 
Stephanie Yong

Wilson Centre for Entrepreneurial Excellence

 

"One of the highest rated 

speakers of the year."
Marge Wegren-Debre

IPBC National Education Coordinator,

Ignite Conference 2018  and 2020

 

"She's the master of creating financial

calm out of chaos, and clarity

 out of confusion."
Andrea Lutz, Creator, 

Women's Evolution Conference, WEcon 2019

 

Taunya Woods Richardson came to experience the power of money in the

most unlikely of ways. She went bankrupt. 

Despite the fear, anxiety and stress being felt by millions of entrepreneurs in the

wake of Covid’s devastation and destruction, Taunya knows definitively that if

we choose to, we can emerge from Covid stronger, not despite it, but because

of it. 

Put aside everything you “think” you know about money, as Taunya takes you

on an unprecedented discovery into the mechanics, the science, and the

biology of mastering it. Welcome to the show, Taunya!

FIND TAUNYA ONLINE 
Website // www.epifany.ca

Instagram // taunyawoodsrichardson

Twitter // ttaunya

LinkedIn // taunyawoodsrichardson

Skype // live:.cid.1dfa45d1a0954f2d

Zoom // 4604777019 // Plan for Profit 

// Price for Profit 

// Market for Profit 

// The Cashflow Canvas

// The Mechanics, Science and Biology of Money Mastery

SUPERPOWERS 
// Cashflow Forecasting 

// Budgeting for Profit 

// Startup Costs

// Pricing 

// Personal Budgets

// Financial Behaviour and Neuroeconomics 

 

BIO

SUGGESTED INTRODUCTION

BOOTCAMPS 

BOOK TAUNYA 
Toll Free // 1.855.610.1710

Website // 

Email // 

https://www.epifany.ca/
https://www.instagram.com/taunyawoodsrichardson/
https://twitter.com/ttaunya
https://www.linkedin.com/in/taunyawoodsrichardson/
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/4604777019

